
Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1) Visit www.box8.in
2) Add current location 
3) Add product to the cart and proceed to check out. 
4) At checkout page enter promo code BUPI50 and apply. 
5) Choose suitable delivery option and address. 
6) Pay the amount via suitable payment option.
7) Complete your entire payment through BHIM UPI only.

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com 

Coupon Code: BUPI50

1. Valid for All ,Once Per Users
2. Valid on all payment methods
3. Valid only on BOX8 APP & WEB
4. Not Valid on Sides, Meal for 2, Party, Ice creams, Drinks & Desserts 

Categories
5. Minimum Order Amount ₹248

On 248

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
30th May, 2018 to 31st December, 2018 



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1. Log in on www.mojopizza.in 
2. Select and book food you want to check-in. 
3. Apply coupon MUPI50. 
4. Complete your entire payment through BHIM UPI only.

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code 
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com 

Coupon code: MUPI50 

1.   Valid for All, Once Per User
2.  Valid only on Feast Pizzas
3.  Valid on all payment methods
4.  Valid only on MOJO Pizza APP & WEB
5.  Not Valid on Sides, Pizza of the day, Half & Half Pizzas, Pack of 2, 
     Drinks & Desserts Categories

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
30th May, 2018 to 31st December, 2018 

on Feast Pizzas



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website https://short.klippd.in/3r19   
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.    Extra ₹100 off on your orders at ezmall. 
2.   Offer valid for once per User
3.   Use The Promo Code At Checkout To Avail This Offer.
4.   Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
      offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
      discretion. 
5.   The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
       any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
       requirement 
6.   All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
      website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

Coupon code: ORDER100

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th November, 2018 



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1. Eligible customer visits website https://short.klippd.in/3r1d  
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

1.   Get flat 30% off on orders above ₹250. This offer is Applicable to 
     all products.
2.  Maximum Cart Discount is ₹100. 
3.  The user can use the code 5 times in a month. 
4.  Use The Promo Code At Checkout To Avail This Offer.
5.  Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
     offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
     discretion. 
6.  The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
      any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
      requirement 
7.   All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

Coupon code: KDRP30

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
30th November, 2018 

on ₹250 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website https://short.klippd.in/3r1e 
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.    Flat 10% off. Valid on selected products only.
2.   Minimum order value ₹1999 required to avail this offer.
3.   Maximum discount is ₹300 
4.   Use The Promo Code At Checkout To Avail This Offer.
5.   Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
     offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
     discretion. 
6.   The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
      any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
      requirement 
7.    All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
      website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

Coupon code: GCLICK10

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th November, 2018 

on all activities upto `1999



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website https://goo.gl/t8ToFN  
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Get ₹100 Off on All Activities & SightSeeings. 
2.  Minimum order amount should be ₹1000. 
3.  Valid for first time orders only, 
4.  This code cannot be used in conjunction with other Klook 
     Promotions. Each user is allowed to use the promo code once. 
5.  Use The Promo Code At Checkout To Avail This Offer.
6.  Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
     offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
     discretion. 
7.  The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
    any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
    requirement 
8.  All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

Coupon code: KLK100

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th November, 2018 



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website https://short.klippd.in/3r1f 
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Flat 10% off, Valid on minimum order size of ₹1,000,
2.  Valid once per User, 
3.  Use The Promo Code At Checkout To Avail This Offer.
4.  Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
     offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
     discretion. 
5.  The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
     any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
     requirement 
6.  All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

Coupon code: EXTRA10

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th November, 2018 

on `1,000 



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website https://short.klippd.in/3r1g 
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Get ₹299 off on minimum order of ₹1499. 
2.  Valid only once per users, Valid only on online orders, Not valid on 
     Jockey brand. 
3.  Use The Promo Code At Checkout To Avail This Offer.
4.  Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
     offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
     discretion. 
5.  The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
     any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
     requirement 
6.  All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

Coupon code: LSOPT299

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th November, 2018 

299
on `1499



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1. Eligible customer visits website https://bhimupi.grabon.in/ 
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals to avail the offer
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period. 
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give.
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the checkout process 
    to get the discount on the product.
6. Use UPI as payment mode at the checkout process

1.   Flat 30% discount on all pizza varieties listed on the website, 
     Currently, they are serving in all Major cities like Mumbai, Hyderabad, 
     Delhi, Bangalore and so on.

2.  Minimum cart value should be ₹500 and maximum discount ₹50.
3.  This Ovenstory Promo code is not valid on combos & MRP products 
     and it cannot be clubbed with any other deal.
4.  Order from Oven Story Now!! This is Valid for all Ovenstory users. 
     Order Now!!
5.  The offers can be withdrawn anytime by the merchant without any 
     prior intimation as such.
6.  The offers can be only availed if it meet the T&C requirement.
7.   All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon.
8.  Please ensure the T&C are gone through while availing the offer. 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Deepak Nagla 
at 7670823501 mail at customerservice@inspirelabs.in

ON ₹500 & ABOVE

Coupon code: GPIZ30

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
31st October, 2018 



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1. Eligible customer visits website https://short.klippd.in/3r1I 
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
     copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

1.    Flat ₹200 off, Valid on minimum order size of ₹2,499, 
2.   Valid once per User 
3.   Use The Promo Code At Checkout To Avail This Offer.
4.   Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
      offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
      discretion. 
5.   The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
      any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
      requirement 
6.   All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
      website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

Coupon code: BARGAIN200

Rs. 200 off
on ₹2,499

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
30th November, 2018 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website https://short.klippd.in/3r1s 
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Get ₹299 off on minimum order of ₹1499. 
2.  Valid only once per users, Valid only on online orders, Not valid on 
     Jockey brand. 
3.  Use The Promo Code At Checkout To Avail This Offer.
4.  Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
     offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
     discretion. 
5.  The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
     any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
     requirement 
6.  All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

Coupon code: SAMSUNG5

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th November, 2018 

on Samsung electronics 



Redemption Process

1.    Visit us https://bit.ly/2y2jXgF 
2.   Select any product which you want to deliver.
3.   Add to Cart.
4.   Login or register
5.   Select city and area where you want to deliver product.
6.   Enter Coupon Code: BHIMUPI 
7.   Coupon code will be applied and discounted price will be displayed.
8.   Click checkout and enter order details.

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.    Applicable on All Products at Beardo.in, 
2.   Applicable on Minimum cart Value of ₹800.
3.   Offer valid on website.
4.   Offer valid till 31st December,2018

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th October, 2018 

Coupon code: BHIMUPI 

on transaction of `800 
or more

150



Redemption Process

1) Visit:  https://www.titan.co.in/shop-online/category/watches Store
2) Add Promo code: TITAN10 before proceeding to Checkout. 
3) At Checkout – member can Checkout as Register.

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1. The offer is valid only on non-discounted merchandise
2. The validity of the offer is from 4th Oct, 2018 to 31st Dec, 2018
3. The offer is valid  on payment done using UPI handlers or apps.
4. The customer can avail the offer by using the Promo code – TITAN10
5. Offer applicable once per user
6. Offer not applicable on Plain gold jewellery, gift cards, gift vouchers 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Sanjeev Kumar
at 8587898128 mail at sanjeev.kumar@insenseanalytics.com

Coupon code: TITAN10

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 31st December, 2018 

on a minimum spend of ₹2000



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1.  Eligible customer visits website https://bit.ly/2R3q90L  
2. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
3. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

1.   Use code CDTKT to avail maximum upto ₹200 off on bus ticket 
     bookings
2.  Offer only available on Confirmtkt App and website. 
3.  Offer is valid only for old users of Confirmtkt
4.  Offer is applicable once per customer email or mobile number.
5.  This offer is valid only for logged-in users who verify their mobile 
     number with OTP (one time password).
6.  Confirmtkt Online Solutions Pvt. Ltd. reserves the right to end any or 
     all offers at its discretion without any prior notice.
7.  All disputes are subject to Hyderabad jurisdiction"

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
VALID TILL 31st October, 2018

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact : 
1)   Fill the contact box on the website.
2)  Queries raised from here would directly reach our customer 
     support mailbox. 

On Bus Booking

200

Coupon code: CDTKT



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1)   UPI customer needs to register at EazyDiner app/website.
2)  Choose the deal of his/her choice from pre-paid deals section.
3)  Enter the details such as the number of vouchers and click on 
      continue.
4)  Customer will leads to the checkout page, where he/she needs to 
      enter the code and make the payment-EDUPI
5)  Complete your entire payment through UPI only.

1.   This voucher is valid on all EazySave deals booked on EazyDiner 
     Website and App only
2.  Customer needs to insert coupon code at the checkout page
3.  This deal cannot be clubbed with any other deal or offer
4.  One voucher is valid for redemption only once during the transaction
5.  This deal, once purchased, is non-refundable. 
6.  The user needs to make a booking on app or www.eazydiner.com 
     with the coupon code to avail the discount
7.   EazyDiner holds the right to discontinue the offer without any prior 
     notice
8.  Valid till 31st December 2018
9.  Deals range from Burger King, Krispy Kreme, Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf, 
     Chaayos up to Oberoi 361, Trident, Marriott, SodaBottleOpenerWala, 
     Taj, Westin etc.

Coupon code: EDUPI

In case of any failure / non acceptance of offer kindly mail at
bookings@eazydiner.com or call at 7861004444 

On ₹500

250

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
VALID TILL 31st December, 2018



Redemption Process

1.  Eligible customer visits website https://bit.ly/2R64Xan 
2. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
3. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.    This offer is applicable on a minimum transaction of ₹1000
2.   This offer entitles a customer for flat 30% off on the purchase
3.   This is a one-time use coupon only
4.   This is a non-transferable coupon code
5.   Offer Valid till 31-Oct-18
6.   Cannot be clubbed with any other offer.
7.    Offer cannot be encashed

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact
1)   Fill the contact box on the website.
2)  Queries raised from here would directly reach our customer 
     support mailbox

up to ₹500 on orders 
of ₹1000 and above

Coupon code: FREECD30

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
16th August, 2018 Till 31st December, 2018



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website https://bit.ly/2xEa1us 
2. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
3. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Flat 12% off site-wide. 
2.  Cannot be clubbed with other offers/ couponsNot valid on 
     combos/ gift packs.
3.  Code would be valid once per user, per month. 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact
1)   Fill the contact box on the website.
2)  Queries raised from here would directly reach our customer 
     support mailbox

Coupon code: HSCDM12

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
VALID TILL 31st October, 2018



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1.    Flat ₹200 off on intercity travel 
2.   Applicable on non-discounted merchandise.
3.   2 offers cannot be combined.
4.  Offer cannot be encashed."Cannot be clubbed with other offers/ 
     couponsNot valid on combos/ gift packs.
5.  Code would be valid once per user, per month. 

1. Eligible customer visits website https://bit.ly/2DvppP4 
2. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
3. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Coupon code: CORP220

on intercity travel 

200

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
VALID TILL 31st October, 2018

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact
1)   Fill the contact box on the website.
2)  Queries raised from here would directly reach our customer 
     support mailbox



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website https://bit.ly/2OW6nmk 
2. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
3. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Get Extra 10% Off on all HT Exclusive products
2.  Offer applicable only to the HT Exclusive range of both 
     Furniture/Furnishing products
3.  Link for HT Exclusive Products:
     https://www.hometown.in/furniture/ht-exclusive/
4.  No Minimum Order Value Required
5.  Offer Applicable to online purchase on Hometown.in, NOT applicable 
     in stores 
6.  Offer applicable only for Registered Users
7.  Offer Valid till 31-Oct-18
8.  Cannot be clubbed with any other offer.
9.  Offer cannot be encashed

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact
1)   Fill the contact box on the website.
2)  Queries raised from here would directly reach our customer 
     support mailbox

Coupon code: EXCPD10

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
VALID TILL 31st October, 2018

HomeTown Exclusive 
furniture



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1.    Get upto 25% off on bus ticket bookings.
2.   Maximum discount is upto ₹150.
3.   Minimum order value is ₹300.
4.   Valid once per user.

1.  Eligible customer visits website https://bit.ly/2QXFVtQ 
2. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
3. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Coupon code: CDBUS

Off on Bus Ticket Bookings
+ Flat `50  Cashback  

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
VALID TILL 31st October, 2018

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact
1)   Fill the contact box on the website.
2)  Queries raised from here would directly reach our customer 
     support mailbox



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website https://bit.ly/2R49JFs
2. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
3. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Get Flat 15% Off On All Services Worth ₹1000 or Above.
2.  Minimum order: ₹1000.
3.  Cannot be clubbed with any other offer."Offer cannot be encashed

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact
1)   Fill the contact box on the website.
2)  Queries raised from here would directly reach our customer 
     support mailbox

Coupon code: TSCD15

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
VALID TILL 31st October, 2018

On All Cleaning



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website https://bit.ly/2xS3VGg 
2. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
   to get the discount on the product. 
3. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Flat 20% off on latest collection.
2.  Applicable on non-discounted merchandise.
3.  2 offers cannot be combined.
4.  Offer cannot be encashed."Cannot be clubbed with other offers/ 
     couponsNot valid on combos/ gift packs.
5.  Code would be valid once per user, per month. 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact
1)   Fill the contact box on the website.
2)  Queries raised from here would directly reach our customer 
     support mailbox

Coupon code: CD20

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
VALID TILL 31st October, 2018



Redemption Process

1.    Go to https://www.amrutam.co.in/ 
2.   Select any product which you want to deliver.
3.   Add to cart.
4.   Enter Coupon Code- “BHIMUPI”
5.   Click checkout and enter order details.
6.   Complete your entire payment through UPI cards.

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.    This Coupon Code “BHIMUPI” is issued in partnership with Team 
      Loofre and RUPAY.
2.   The Coupon Code is available only for items which are not on sale 
      on Amrutam’s e-store.
3.   The Coupon Code is valid till 31st Dec 2018.
4.   This discount using this Coupon Code can only be availed at 
      Amrutam’s e-store.
5.   This Coupon Code is for one time use only i.e. one user will be able 
      apply this coupon code only once.

Coupon code: BHIMUPI 

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 31st December, 2018 

on overall purchase 

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of UPI kindly email us at 
Contact@loofre.com



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1.   Log in on www.1mg.com or open 1mg App. 
2.  Select medicines & health products.
3.  Apply coupon BHIMUPI
4.  Upload prescription (if required). 
5.  Enter address and contact details and proceed to checkout. 

1.   Up to 20% off on allopathy medicines using 
     coupon- BHIMUPI. No minimum order value required. Redeem 
     additional ₹50 1mgCash if you sign up.              
2.  There is no limit on the maximum discount on allopathy 
     medicines. 
3.  This coupon is valid for all 1mg users till 28th July, 2018 
4.  Also, get upto 40% off on health products. No coupon is 
     required to avail discount. 
5.  In case of any further query pertaining to use of voucher 
     or regarding the sale/offers, please email customer care at 
     care@1mg.com  
6.  1mg reserves its absolute right at any time to add, alter, 
     withdraw, modify or change or vary any or all the terms and 
     conditions of the offer at its sole discretion and the same shall 
     be binding on the customer at all times.  

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com 

Coupon Code: BHIMUPI

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid till 31tst December, 2018 



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1.  Log in on www.behrouzbiryani.com  
2. Select and book food you want to check-in. 
3. Apply coupon BHIMUPI 
4. Complete your entire payment through BHIM UPI only. 

1.  15% off on billing of ₹399 
2. The offer is valid for food booking made till 30th August 2018. 
3. The offer is applicable for app, web and m-web. 
4. The offer is valid for once per user.   

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code 
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com 

Coupon Code: BHIMUPI

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid till 31tst December, 2018 



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1) Visit www.box8.in 
2) Add current location 
3) Add product to the cart and proceed to check out. 
4) At checkout page enter promo code BHIMUPI and apply. 
5) Choose suitable delivery option and address. 
6) Pay the amount via suitable payment option.
7) Complete your entire payment through BHIM UPI only.

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com 

Coupon Code: BHIMUPI

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid till 31tst December, 2018 

1. Valid for All Users 
2. Max Discount ₹200 
3. Valid Only on BOX8 APP & WEB 
4. Not Valid on Sides, Meal for 2, Party, Ice creams, Drinks & Desserts 
    Categories 
5. Minimum Order: ₹.250



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
10th May, 2018 to 31st October, 2018 

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1.   Visit www.chalopicnic.com 
2.  Select experience you want to have. 
3.  Customer to prompt/notify about offer received via 
     communication (Email, SMS, and Leaflet, Bank or UPI 
     website/channel partners) at venue via POS machine / 
     website to avail the offer. 
4.  Apply coupon code BHIMUPI on the checkout page. 
5.  Complete your payment through BHIM UPI only. 

1.   Offer applicable after Service Taxes & Fees. 
2.  Discount applicable on experiences with cost above ₹1000 . 
3.  Offers can be availed anytime during the year based on 
     seasonality & availability. 
4.  Customer to agree with all rules and regulations set within 
     www.ChaloPicnic.com - Adventura Tours Private Limited 
5.  www.ChaloPicnic.com - Adventura Tours Private Limited can 
     choose to cancel the offer if issues arise with customer 
6.  If bookings cannot be honoured with the date & time selected –                       
     a) Alternate options will be offered                        
     b) If not agreeable full refund will be processed 
7.  In case of bad weather / operating challenges, wherein we are 
    unable to honor the booking – full refund will be honored.   

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com 

Coupon Code: BHIMUPI



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
LIMITED PERIOD OFFER

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1.  Purchase of Movie Tickets at Cinépolis Box Office and/or purchase of 
    any Food & Beverage (F&B) at the Cinépolis F&B counters. 
2.  Any UPI handle and UPI application can be used to pay and avail 
    cashback offer.
3. Flat ₹150 cashback, on purchase of ₹250 and above. 

1.  Minimum order value should be ₹250 
2. Offer is applicable on purchase of Movie Tickets at Cinépolis Box 
    Office and/or purchase of any Food & Beverage (F&B) at the 
    Cinépolis F&B counters
3. Any UPI handle and UPI application can be used to pay and avail 
    cashback offer
4. Payment mode: Scan and pay using any UPI enabled mobile app 
5. Offer applicable for limited time and on limited transactions only 
    (for 8,000 transactions)
6. Cashback will be credited to customer’s UPI linked Bank Account 
    within 2 days of performing UPI transaction at Cinepolis.
7.  Offer is applicable at all  Cinépolis  Cinemas in India, including its 
    brands – FUN, DT, Spice Cinemas and Cinema Star
8. The offer is subject to force majeure events

In case of any failure / non-acceptance , customer can 
write to support@cinepolis.com
Below information is required along with mail:-
1.  UPI handle used :- eg abc@upi or abc@paytm
2. Date of trasnsaction
3. Amount of transaction
4. Cinema name
5. Contact no. and email id for us to get back to them.
support@cinepolis.com will record the cases and act on those..
Customers will be informed on their issues within 3 working days 
from their intimation to cinepolis support team.

Pay Scanning UPI QR Code 



Terms & Conditions 

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1.  Select a flight on www.spicejet.com and opt for preferred seat 
    during the booking flow. Offer is NOT valid on booking through 
    the mobile app
2. Apply Promo Code UPI1000 in the Promotion code section on 
    the payment page. 
3.  You will get : 
     a. An instant discount of ₹1000 for round-trip and ₹500 for one-way 
         booking, on the base fare 
     b. Waiver of charges for the preferred seat selection. 
4.  To avail the offer, customer must make the payment only via the 
     UPI Payment mode only through any Virtual Payment Address 
     (VPA) set up on UPI.  

For any queries or complaints related to the offer, customer can
email at custrelations@spicejet.com or 
call on +91 9871803333/+91 9654003333  

Round Trip

One Way

PROMO CODE
UPI1000

1. This offer is brought to you by SpiceJet and any participation in 
    the said offer is voluntary.  
2. The offer is applicable to customers using any UPI application as 
    a payment medium/mechanism at SpiceJet Limited 
    (hereinafter referred to as the ‘Customers’).  
3. Users will be entitled to discounts of ₹500 (hereinafter 
    referred to as 'Instant Savings') as per the details mentioned 
    below, for all flights booked on Fridays during the period 29th June, 
    2018 to 28th September, 2018 (both dates inclusive) (Offer 
    Period), when making payments through UPI and flights booked 
    on www.spicejet.com only. Additionally, customers can also avail 
    FREE preferred seat selection while making payments for their 
    flight through UPI. 

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid till 31tst December, 2018 



4.  The discount under the Offer will be 
    calculated only on the Base Fare (price excluding taxes) for flight
     bookings. Such discount shall be for a maximum of ₹500 per 
     flight. 
5.  The offer is valid on flights having minimum base fare of 
     ₹2000 and above. 
6.  The offer is not valid booking where Seat+Meal Combo is opted by 
     customer. 
7.  The preferred seat selection does not include SpiceMax seats. 
8.  The Promo Code to be used to avail the Offer is “UPI1000" on 
     www.spicejet.com  
9.  The Offer is only applicable for bookings made upon SpiceJet’s 
     website, i.e., www.spicejet.com, and is not valid for 
     bookings made through SpiceJet Mobile App or through the 
     Reservations Helpline and/ or any other mode. 
10.  To avail the Offer, customer should book a ticket on 
     www.spicejet.com and apply the Promo Code on payment page. 
     If the customer fails to enter the Promo Code while making the 
     booking, s/he cannot claim the benefits under the Offer and the 
     customer shall not hold either SpiceJet liable for any reason 
     whatsoever in this regard. It shall be noted that the 
     mere validation of the promo code does not guarantee the benefit 
     under the offer, other terms and conditions have also to be met.
11. On the payment page UPI (Unified Payments Interface) should be 
     selected as the payment mode. 
12. This Offer, in no manner, can be clubbed with any other 
     scheme/offer/discount/promotion etc. 
13. Whilst the Offer is valid only for bookings made on Fridays during 
     the Offer Period, the travel days/dates are open. 
14. UPI users can avail the offer for multiple transactions per Friday. 
     If the booking is done more than once on a single Friday, the user 
     will get instant savings of ₹500 per flight multiple times. 
     All bookings are subject to availability.   

   
15. This Offer is non-transferable, non-negotiable and non-encashable  
16. This offer can be availed only if the full payment for the purchase 
     is made through UPI digital payment. Transactions where payment 
     (partial or full) is made using any other mode of payment 
     (including e-wallets or bank cards) will not be eligible for the 
     discount. 
17. SpiceJet Limited reserve the sole right to decide on whether a 
     purchase transaction meets the eligibility criteria of this offer. All  
     decisions in respect of the offer will be at the discretion of SpiceJet 
     and the same shall be final and binding. 
18. SpiceJet Limited reserves the right to add, alter, modify, change or 
     vary all or any of these terms and conditions or to replace, wholly 
     or in part, this offer by another offer, whether similar to this offer or 
     not, or to withdraw it altogether at any point in time by providing 
     appropriate notice. 
19. The offer is subject to force majeure events. 
20. Tax liability, if any, will be borne by the Customer. 
21.  Any dispute arising out of or in connection with this offer shall be 
      subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts in Delhi only. 
22. By participating in this offer, the Customers shall be deemed to 
      have accepted all the aforementioned terms and conditions in 
      totality.
23. The discount shall be forfeited in case the flight is cancelled or 
      changed by the customer.



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
 Validity Till 31tst December, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1.   Visit www.firstcry.com
2.  Select Product. Add to Kart 
3.  Enter the coupon code BHIMUPI at the checkout page. 
4.  Complete the Payment using BHIM UPI only to avail the 
     discount.

1.   Limited Period Offer. 
2.  User will get flat ₹250 off on minimum purchases worth ₹999. 
3.  Coupon code is applicable on MRP of Products. 
4.  Coupon can be used only once and is not applicable with any 
     other coupon. 
5.  Coupon code is not valid on Diapers, Combos, Bottles & 
     Accessories and Formula & Supplements and brands Charlie 
     Banana, Foscam, Melissa & Doug, Motorola, Tupperware, Wanna 
     Party, Bio Oil, BeCool, Alex Daisy, Jane, Chicco. 
6.  GST extra on discounted price       

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com 

minimum purchase of ₹999



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1.  Log in on www.foodpanda.in 
2. Select and book food you want to check-in. 
3. Apply coupon BHIMUPI 
4. Complete your entire payment through BHIM UPI only.  

1.  Offer is valid only for new customer 
2. Flat ₹100 off on purchase of ₹275 and above. 
3. Apply Voucher Code to avail the offer. 
4. Offer is valid on Mobile App and web transactions. 
5. The voucher is valid for one time use only per customer. 
6. Offer is not valid on Dominos, Subway & McDonald's. 
7.  Offer cannot be clubbed with any other running offer. 
8. Offer is valid only on delivery orders and cannot be availed for 
    pick up order 
9. In no case whatsoever can the discount amount be refunded, 
    encashed or partly encashed 
10.In case of any query regarding the offer, please email us at 
    customercare@foodpanda.in 
11. Foodpanda reserves the right to withdraw and/or alter the Offer
     at any time without prior notice. 
12.Foodpanda reserves the right to deny the offer on the grounds 
     of suspicion or abuse of the offer by any customer. 
13. In no event shall foodpanda be liable for any abuse or misuse
     of the code due to the negligence of the customer. 
14. All disputes are subject to New Delhi jurisdiction.  

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com 

on purchase of ₹275 and above

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid till 31tst December, 2018 



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1. Log in on www.mojopizza.in 
2. Select and book food you want to check-in. 
3. Apply coupon BHIMUPI. 
4. Complete your entire payment through BHIM UPI only.

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code 
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com 

Coupon code: BHIMUPI

1. Flat 40% OFF on Feast Pizzas 
2. The offer is valid for food booking made till 30th August 2018. 
3. The offer is applicable for app, web and m-web. 
4. The offer is valid for once per user.

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
10th May, 2018 to 31st October, 2018 



Terms & Conditions 

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1.  Log in on www.netmeds.com  
2. Select medicines & health products
3. Apply coupon BHIMUPI
4. Enter address and contact details and proceed to checkout. 
5. Complete your entire payment through BHIM UPI only.   

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code 
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com 

1.  The Independent Provider, Netmeds.com, will offer a Flat 20% OFF on 
    Prescription Medicines to the clients of the Beneficiaries, based upon 
    the physician’s prescription.  
2. The above said Flat 20% discount is valid on any order value of 
    Prescription Medicines only. 
3. To receive this special discount on prescription medicines, the 
    Beneficiary should visit www.netmeds.com website and add 
    medicines to the shopping cart. Next, at the shopping cart page, the 
    unique coupon code BHIMUPI must be applied, so that a flat 20% will 
    be automatically deducted from the total order value excluding 
    operational charges, and then complete the purchase. 
4. A Flat 10% Cashback would be credited to the NMS Wallet once the 
    order is delivered. This would be applicable only for Prepaid Orders 
5. This offer excludes operational charges (delivery and COD charges, or 
    other applicable charges, if any, as may be deemed necessary in 
    future)

Coupon Code: BHIMUPI

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid till 31tst December, 2018 



6. This coupon code can be used for multiple times during the validity 
    period. If the order placed using the coupon code has been partially 
    modified/cancelled, an applicable portion of the original discount will 
    be forfeited. 
7. The Beneficiary must pay the order amount through the chosen 
    payment method on Netmeds.com. It is imperative that all the 
    beneficiaries who order prescription medicines must upload relevant 
    prescription(s) in order to process the prescription orders, as required 
    by the law. 
8. If the order has both prescription medicines and non-prescription 
    products, then the discount will be applicable ONLY for the total 
    value of prescription medicines.  
9.  This offer is valid only on orders placed via Netmeds.com website or 
     Netmeds App.  
10. This offer is not valid towards previous purchases.  
11.  This offer is not redeemable for cash or credit.  
12. This offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer
13. Please note that delivery/COD charges are as quoted on 
     Netmeds.com from time to time. Nemeds.com may, at its sole 
     discretion, change the delivery/COD charges at any time, without 
     prior notice.   
14. Netmeds.com’s updated delivery and COD charges can be found 
     at http://www.netmeds.com/faqs   
15. Netmeds.com reserves the right to withdraw, modify or replace the 
     above mentioned offer of Flat 20% OFF on Prescription Medicines 
     with another offer at any time without prior notice. In all such 
     instances, Beneficiary shall be deemed to have accepted and 
     agreed to be bound by the updated terms and conditions 
     stipulated by Netmeds.com.  
16. These terms and conditions will be governed by and construed in 
     all respects in accordance with the laws of India subject to the 
     jurisdictional courts of Chennai.  .



Terms & Conditions 

1)  No minimum booking amount to qualify for discount. 
2) No maximum limit on discount 
3) Offer is valid for bookings made till 31st August 2018 for stay 
     dates till 31st August 2018. 
4) Code redeemable only on https://bit.ly/2yPsbfJ 
5) Cancellation charges will be applicable as per the Treebo policy. 
6) This offer cannot be combined with any other offer currently 
     applicable on Treebo website & Android app. 
7) All bookings are subject to availability. 
8) Treebo reserves the right to discontinue the offer 
     without any prior notice. 
9) All Treebo Hotel policies apply Please ensure that the link is 
     clickable wherever listed. And the same link is used for all CTAs. 

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1)  Login with your Mail id. 
2) Select the Category of the Room which you want to Prefer 
3) Click on to the Category of the Room Facility. 
4) Observe the Exclusive Offers and Discount Rates being offered. 
5) Apply coupon code BHIMUPI on the checkout page. 
6) Check the Availability of the Hotel in your Location. 
7) Visit the Offer Zones, Weekend Packages, and Travel Packages. 
8) Select the Room. 
9) Go through the charges of the Room you want too stay. 
10) Confirm the Booking. 
11) Select the Payment Option {wallet->Pay by UPI}. 
11) Execute the Payment.  

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com 

Coupon Code: BHIMUPI

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid till 31tst December, 2018 



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
18th April, 2018 TILL 30th October, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1) BHIMUPI customers to SMS UPI BEE to 91 33 77 86 00
2) Receive mCoupon code via SMS on the same number
3) Go to the store and flash the coupon code to redeem the offer
4) Code to be shared with cashier before the preparation of the bill
     Store Website Link: https://bit.ly/2NaRYkR

1. This mCoupon can be redeemed at the Beehive  Store, Juhu, Mumbai
2. This mCoupon is valid till 30th October 2018
3. This is a discount mCoupon worth FLAT 15% OFF, the same will be 
    reduced from your total bill amount (before taxes) upon presenting 
    this discount coupon to cashier
4. For smooth transaction, present this mCoupon before the bill is 
    prepared
5. This mCoupon is not encashable in part or whole. In no ways, this 
    mCoupon will be converted into cash
6. Amount in excess of mCoupon value needs to be settled by UPI 
    payment mode

Name: Pradnyesh Kavlekar
Contact Number: +91 8369385794
Email Id: npci@shopholix.com
How to report customer grievance: Send email to 
npci@shopholix.com mentioning the name of the store in subject. 
In the same email, please specify your name, registered phone 
number (the one from which the OTP/mCoupon code was 
requested), time of visit, whether purchase made or not, if yes, then 
bill number, along with the overview of the grievance. 

minimum purchase of ₹999



7. This mCoupon is not a Legal tender and the redemption is at sight 
    by bearer
8. This mCoupon is for promotion purpose only
9. In case of exchange of products which were bought using this 
    mCoupon, in no ways the mCoupon can be converted / refunded as 
    cash. The exchange will happen as per the exchange policy
9. In case of any dispute regarding mCoupon BEE decision shall be 
    final and binding
10. One mCoupon can be redeemed against a single invoice/bill
11. Any dispute arising out of this offer shall be subject to the Mumbai 
    jurisdiction only



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
1st April, 2018 TILL 30th October, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1)   BHIMUPI customers to SMS UPI FZ to 91 33 77 86 00
2)  Receive mCoupon code via SMS on the same number
3)  Go to the store and flash the coupon code to redeem the offer
4)  Code to be shared with cashier before the preparation of the bill
      Store Website Link: https://bit.ly/2KT8WI1

1. This mCoupon can be redeemed at the F’ZONE Store, Girgaum, 
   Mumbai
2. This mCoupon is valid till 30th October 2018
3. This is a discount mCoupon worth FLAT 25% OFF, the same will be 
    reduced from your total bill amount (before taxes) upon presenting
    this discount coupon to cashier
4. For smooth transaction, present this mCoupon before the bill is 
    prepared
5. This mCoupon is not encashable in part or whole. In no ways, this 
    mCoupon will be converted into cash

Name: Pradnyesh Kavlekar
Contact Number: +91 8369385794
Email Id: npci@shopholix.com
How to report customer grievance: Send email to 
npci@shopholix.com mentioning the name of the store in subject. 
In the same email, please specify your name, registered phone 
number (the one from which the OTP/mCoupon code was 
requested), time of visit, whether purchase made or not, if yes, then 
bill number, along with the overview of the grievance. 



6. Amount in excess of mCoupon value needs to be settled by UPI 
    payment mode
7. This mCoupon is not a Legal tender and the redemption is at sight by
    bearer
8. This mCoupon is for promotion purpose only
9. In case of exchange of products which were bought using this 
    mCoupon, in no ways the mCoupon can be converted / refunded as 
    cash. The exchange will happen as per the exchange policy
9. In case of any dispute regarding mCoupon FZ decision shall be final 
    and binding
10. One mCoupon can be redeemed against a single invoice/bill
11. Any dispute arising out of this offer shall be subject to the Mumbai 
    jurisdiction only



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
18st April, 2018 TILL 30th October, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1)  BHIMUPI customers to SMS UPI MANN to 91 33 77 86 00
2) Receive mCoupon code via SMS on the same number
3) Go to the store and flash the coupon code to redeem the offer
4) Code to be shared with cashier before the preparation of the bill
    Store Website Link: https://bit.ly/2ulstWe

1. This mCoupon can be redeemed at the Mannhiri Store, Vile Parle(w), 
   Mumbai
2. This mCoupon is valid till 30th October 2018
3. This is a discount mCoupon worth FLAT 10% OFF, the same will be 
    reduced from your total bill amount (before taxes) upon presenting 
    this discount coupon to cashier
4. For smooth transaction, present this mCoupon before the bill is 
    prepared
5. This mCoupon is not encashable in part or whole. In no ways, this 
    mCoupon will be converted into cash
6. Amount in excess of mCoupon value needs to be settled by UPI 
    payment mode

Name: Pradnyesh Kavlekar
Contact Number: +91 8369385794
Email Id: npci@shopholix.com
How to report customer grievance: Send email to 
npci@shopholix.com mentioning the name of the store in subject. 
In the same email, please specify your name, registered phone 
number (the one from which the OTP/mCoupon code was 
requested), time of visit, whether purchase made or not, if yes, then 
bill number, along with the overview of the grievance. 



7. This mCoupon is not a Legal tender and the redemption is at sight 
    by bearer
8. This mCoupon is for promotion purpose only
9. In case of exchange of products which were bought using this 
    mCoupon, in no ways the mCoupon can be converted / refunded 
    as cash. The exchange will happen as per the exchange policy
9. In case of any dispute regarding mCoupon MANN decision shall be 
    final and binding
10. One mCoupon can be redeemed against a single invoice/bill
11. Any dispute arising out of this offer shall be subject to the Mumbai 
    jurisdiction only



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
17th April, 2018 TILL 30th October, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1) BHIMUPI customers to SMS UPI SIDDHI to 91 33 77 86 00
2) Receive mCoupon code via SMS on the same number
3) Go to the store and flash the coupon code to redeem the offer
4) Code to be shared with cashier before the preparation of the bill
Store Website Link: https://bit.ly/2LdV86H

1. This mCoupon can be redeemed at the Siddhi Boutique Store, 
   Borivali, Mumbai
2. This mCoupon is valid till 30th October 2018
3. This is a discount mCoupon worth FLAT 25% OFF, the same will be 
    reduced from your total bill amount (before taxes) upon presenting 
    this discount coupon to cashier
4. For smooth transaction, present this mCoupon before the bill is 
    prepared
5. This mCoupon is not encashable in part or whole. In no ways, this 
    mCoupon will be converted into cash

Name: Pradnyesh Kavlekar
Contact Number: +91 8369385794
Email Id: npci@shopholix.com
How to report customer grievance: Send email to 
npci@shopholix.com mentioning the name of the store in subject. 
In the same email, please specify your name, registered phone 
number (the one from which the OTP/mCoupon code was 
requested), time of visit, whether purchase made or not, if yes, then 
bill number, along with the overview of the grievance. 



6. Amount in excess of mCoupon value needs to be settled by UPI 
    payment mode
7. This mCoupon is not a Legal tender and the redemption is at sight 
    by bearer
8. This mCoupon is for promotion purpose only
9. In case of exchange of products which were bought using this 
    mCoupon, in no ways the mCoupon can be converted / refunded as 
    cash. The exchange will happen as per the exchange policy
9. In case of any dispute regarding mCoupon SIDDHI decision shall be 
    final and binding
10. One mCoupon can be redeemed against a single invoice/bill
11. Any dispute arising out of this offer shall be subject to the Mumbai 
    jurisdiction only



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
1st May, 2018 TILL 30th October, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1) BHIMUPI  customers to SMS UPI VC to 91 33 77 86 00
2) Receive mCoupon code via SMS on the same number
3) Go to the store and flash the coupon code to redeem the offer
4) Code to be shared with cashier before the preparation of the bill
Store Website Link: https://bit.ly/2KPl7pc

1. This mCoupon can be redeemed at the Vogue Closet, Lokhandwala, 
   Mumbai
2. This mCoupon is valid till 30th October 2018
3. This is a discount mCoupon worth FLAT 15% OFF, the same will be 
    reduced from your total bill amount (before taxes) upon presenting 
    this discount coupon to cashier
4. For smooth transaction, present this mCoupon before the bill is 
    prepared
5. This mCoupon is not encashable in part or whole. In no ways, this 
    mCoupon will be converted into cash

Name: Pradnyesh Kavlekar
Contact Number: +91 8369385794
Email Id: npci@shopholix.com
How to report customer grievance: Send email to 
npci@shopholix.com mentioning the name of the store in subject. 
In the same email, please specify your name, registered phone 
number (the one from which the OTP/mCoupon code was 
requested), time of visit, whether purchase made or not, if yes, then 
bill number, along with the overview of the grievance. 



6. Amount in excess of mCoupon value needs to be settled by UPI 
    payment mode
7. This mCoupon is not a Legal tender and the redemption is at sight 
    by bearer
8. This mCoupon is for promotion purpose only
9. In case of exchange of products which were bought using this 
    mCoupon, in no ways the mCoupon can be converted / refunded 
    as cash. The exchange will happen as per the exchange policy
9. In case of any dispute regarding mCoupon VC decision shall be final 
    and binding
10. One mCoupon can be redeemed against a single invoice/bill
11. Any dispute arising out of this offer shall be subject to the Mumbai 
    jurisdiction only



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1. Visit www.fnp.com.
2. Select from the wide range of products and services
3. Enter Promo code FNP15UPI in the ‘Apply Coupon’ section
4. Complete your entire payment through UPI only.

1)  Ferns N Petals (FNP) is providing exclusive offer for UPI users to 
     shop at www.fnp.com.
2) The said Customer(s) will have to log on to www.fnp.com to buy 
     the product and at the time of payment a discount code FNP15UPI, 
     needs to be entered in the apply coupon section, to avail the 
     discount.
3) The offer can't be combined with any other ongoing offers of FNP.
4) The offer will be valid till: 31st Aug'18
5) Offer will not be valid on International deliveries
6) All NPCI & Ferns and Petals standard terms and conditions 
    applicable.

In case of any failure / non acceptance of offerkindly contact 
us at+91 9212422000 or email us at support@fnp.com

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid till 31tst December, 2018 



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
27th July, 2018 TILL 31st December, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1.   Visit on www.1800giftportal.com.  
2.  Select from the wide range of products.
3.  Add to cart.
4.  Register yourself.
5.  Enter Promo codes “BHIMUPI15” in the ‘Use Coupon Code’ section.
6.  Complete your entire payment through BHIM UPI only.
7.  The Offers are valid for BHIM UPI Users and UPI handlers.

1) Coupon Is Not Valid On "Gift Cards and Fashion Items".
2) Offer valid till 31st December, 2018
3) Offer valid on website only. 

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com

SITEWIDE



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
27th July, 2018 TILL 26th October, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1)   Login on www.bhartitaneja.com.
2)  Customers have to select Any 3 Product which they want from the 
      entire Product Collection.
3)  Add to cart.
4)  Apply Coupon “BHIMUPI“ 
5)  Get 40% discount applied
6)  Customer will procced to checkout. 
7)  The Offers are valid only for UPI Users.

We reserve the right to refuse service to anyone for any reason at any 
time.
You understand that your content (not including credit card 
information), may be transferred unencrypted and involve (a) 
transmissions over various networks; and (b) changes to conform and 
adapt to technical requirements of connecting networks or devices. 
Credit card information is always encrypted during transfer over 
networks.
You agree not to reproduce, duplicate, copy, sell, resell or exploit any 
portion of the Service, use of the Service, or access to the Service or any
contact on the website through which the service is provided, without 
express written permission by us.
The headings used in this agreement are included for convenience only 
and will not limit or otherwise affect these Terms.

 

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com

On Beauty & Skin Product



SECTION 3 - ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS AND TIMELINESS OF 
INFORMATION
We are not responsible if information made available on this site is not 
accurate, complete or current. The material on this site is provided for 
general information only and should not be relied upon or used as the 
sole basis for making decisions without consulting primary, more 
accurate, more complete or timelier sources of information. Any 
reliance on the material on this site is at your own risk.
This site may contain certain historical information. Historical 
information, necessarily, is not current and is provided for your 
reference only. We reserve the right to modify the contents of this site 
at any time, but we have no obligation to update any information on 
our site. You agree that it is your responsibility to monitor changes to 
our site.
SECTION 4 - MODIFICATIONS TO THE SERVICE AND PRICES
Prices for our products are subject to change without notice.
We reserve the right at any time to modify or discontinue the Service 
(or any part or content thereof) without notice at any time.
We shall not be liable to you or to any third-party for any modification, 
price change, suspension or discontinuance of the Service.
SECTION 5 - PRODUCTS OR SERVICES (if applicable)
Certain products or services may be available exclusively online 
through the website. These products or services may have limited 
quantities and are subject to return or exchange only according to our 
Return Policy.
We have made every effort to display as accurately as possible the 
colours and images of our products that appear at the store. We 
cannot guarantee that your computer monitor's display of any colour 
will be accurate.
We reserve the right, but are not obligated, to limit the sales of our 
products or Services to any person, geographic region or jurisdiction. 
We may exercise this right on a case-by-case basis. We reserve the 
right to limit the quantities of any products or services that we offer. 
All descriptions of products or product pricing are subject to change 
at any time without notice, at the sole discretion of us. We reserve the 
right to discontinue any product at any time. Any offer for any product 
or service made on this site is void where prohibited.

SECTION 6 - ACCURACY OF BILLING AND ACCOUNT 
INFORMATION
We reserve the right to refuse any order you place with us. We may, 
in our sole discretion, limit or cancel quantities purchased per 
person, per household or per order. These restrictions may include 
orders placed by or under the same customer account, the same 
credit card, and/or orders that use the same billing and/or shipping 
address. In the event that we make a change to or cancel an order, 
we may attempt to notify you by contacting the e-mail and/or 
billing address/phone number provided at the time the order was 
made. We reserve the right to limit or prohibit orders that, in our 
sole judgment, appear to be placed by dealers, resellers or 
distributors.
You agree to provide current, complete and accurate purchase and 
account information for all purchases made at our store. You agree 
to promptly update your account and other information, including 
your email address and credit card numbers and expiration dates, so 
that we can complete your transactions and contact you as needed.
For more detail, please review our Returns Policy.
SECTION 7 - USER COMMENTS, FEEDBACK AND OTHER 
SUBMISSIONS
If, at our request, you send certain specific submissions (for example 
contest entries) or without a request from us you send creative 
ideas, suggestions, proposals, plans, or other materials, whether 
online, by email, by postal mail, or otherwise (collectively, 
'comments'), you agree that we may, at any time, without 
restriction, edit, copy, publish, distribute, translate and otherwise use 
in any medium any comments that you forward to us. We are and 
shall be under no obligation (1) to maintain any comments in 
confidence; (2) to pay compensation for any comments; or (3) to 
respond to any comments.
We may, but have no obligation to, monitor, edit or remove content 
that we determine in our sole discretion are unlawful, offensive, 
threatening, libellous, defamatory, pornographic, obscene or 
otherwise objectionable or violates any party’s intellectual property 
or these Terms of Service.
You agree that your comments will not violate any right of any 
third-party, including copyright, trademark, privacy, personality or  



other personal or proprietary right. You further agree that your 
comments will not contain libellous or otherwise unlawful, abusive or   
obscene material, or contain any computer virus or other malware that 
could in any way affect the operation of the Service or any related 
website. You may not use a false e-mail address, pretend to be 
someone other than yourself, or otherwise mislead us or third-parties as 
to the origin of any comments. You are solely responsible for any 
comments you make and their accuracy. We take no responsibility and 
assume no liability for any comments posted by you or any third-party.
SECTION 8 - PERSONAL INFORMATION
Your submission of personal information through the store is governed 
by our Privacy Policy. To view our Privacy Policy
SECTION 9 - ERRORS, INACCURACIES AND OMISSIONS
Occasionally there may be information on our site or in the Service that 
contains typographical errors, inaccuracies or omissions that may relate 
to product descriptions, pricing, promotions, offers, product shipping 
charges, transit times and availability. We reserve the right to correct 
any errors, inaccuracies or omissions, and to change or update 
information or cancel orders if any information in the Service or on any 
related website is inaccurate at any time without prior notice (including 
after you have submitted your order).
We undertake no obligation to update, amend or clarify information in 
the Service or on any related website, including without limitation, 
pricing information, except as required by law. No specified update or 
refresh date applied in the Service or on any related website, should be 
taken to indicate that all information in the Service or on any related 
website has been modified or updated.
SECTION 10 - PROHIBITED USES
In addition to other prohibitions as set forth in the Terms of Service, you 
are prohibited from using the site or its content: (a) for any unlawful 
purpose; (b) to solicit others to perform or participate in any unlawful 
acts; (c) to violate any international, federal, provincial or state 
regulations, rules, laws, or local ordinances; (d) to infringe upon or 
violate our intellectual property rights or the intellectual property rights 
of others; (e) to harass, abuse, insult, harm, defame, slander, disparage, 
intimidate, or discriminate based on gender, sexual orientation, religion, 
ethnicity, race, age, national origin, or disability; (f) to submit false or 
misleading information; (g) to upload or transmit viruses or any other   

type of malicious code that will or may be used in any way that 
willaffect the functionality or operation of the Service or of any 
related website, other websites, or the Internet; (h) to collect or track 
the personal information of others; (i) to spam, phish, pharm, pretext, 
spider, crawl, or scrape; (j) for any obscene or immoral purpose; or 
(k) to interfere with or circumvent the security features of the Service 
or any related website, other websites, or the Internet. We reserve the 
right to terminate your use of the Service or any related website for 
violating any of the prohibited uses.
SECTION 11 - GOVERNING LAW
These Terms of Service and any separate agreements whereby we 
provide you Services shall be governed by and construed in 
accordance with the laws of Bharti Taneja Alps beauty group B-75, 
Okla., Phase 2, New Delhi, DL, 110020, India.
SECTION 12 - CHANGES TO TERMS OF SERVICE
You can review the most current version of the Terms of Service at 
any time at this page.
We reserve the right, at our sole discretion, to update, change or 
replace any part of these Terms of Service by posting updates and 
changes to our website. It is your responsibility to check our website 
periodically for changes. Your continued use of or access to our 
website or the Service following the posting of any changes to these 
Terms of Service constitutes acceptance of those changes.
SECTION 13 - CONTACT INFORMATION
Questions about the Terms of Service should be sent to us at 
bhartitanejaproducts@gmail.com
SECTION 14- Working Over
Offer valid only over website.



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
27th July, 2018 TILL 31st October, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1)   Login to www.candere.com. 
2)  Select the Diamond or Jellewery products. 
3)  Click on the shop now.
4)  Apply coupon code “BHIMUPI"
5)  Proceed to the checkpoint.
6)  Place the Order.
7)  The Offers are valid for BHIM UPI Users and UPI handlers.

1.   Applicable on diamond and gemstone product.
2.  Apply coupon code “BHIMUPI"
3.  Offer valid on website only. 

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com

On Diamond & Gemstone



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1.   Visit www.floweraura.com
2.  Make an order.
3.  Users Can Apply the coupon while Checkout at FlowerAura Website.
4.  Coupon Code: BHIMUPI
5.  Complete your entire payment through BHIM UPI only.

1.   FLAT 15% OFF
2.  No Minimum Order Value
3.  Valid Till 31st October 2018

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com

Coupon code: BHIMUPI

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid till 31tst October, 2018 



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
27th July, 2018 TILL 31st March, 2019

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1)   Visit us on www.giftcart.com  
2)  Select any product which you want to deliver.
3)  Add Shipping and Billing Address.
4)  Add Coupon Code “BHIMUPI”
5)  Select Payment Option and Complete the Order.
6)  The Offers are valid for BHIM UPI Users and UPI handlers.

1.   Coupon Code will be applicable multiple time. 
2.  No minimum and maximum order value required.
3.  Coupon Code will be applicable on Product MRP.
4.  If the users buy 2 qty of same product the code will be applicable 
     to both qty. 

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com

On All Gift



VALIDITY PERIOD :
TILL 31st March, 2019

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1.  Visit www.pinkitravels.com 
2.  Apply the coupon code
3.  Make payment using UPI handlers or any UPI apps

1.   Zero Percent processing fee till 31st March, 2019
2.  No Minimum or maximum capping.
3.  Make payment using UPI app or any UPI handlers  
4.  No hidden charges
5.  No limit of maximum of transaction per day.

Mr.Avinash (Corporate Executive)
Email :- avinash@pinkitravels.com
Tel:- 011-47 444 555
Handy :- 8588853305

On Domestic Air Ticket

88



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
27th July, 2018 TILL 31st October, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1.   Go to https://teafloor.com/ 
2.  Select any tea which you want to deliver.
3.  Add to cart.
4.  Enter address and timing of your deliver. 
5.  Enter Coupon Code BHIMUPI
6.  Click checkout and enter order details.
7.  The Offers are valid for BHIM UPI Users and UPI handlers.

1)  Offer will not be valid on already discounted product. 
2) Coupon code can be used once/user. 
3) Order placed can only be cancelled before we ship it. 
4) Returns are only allowed if product delivered is different from the 
    product ordered or user receive it in damaged condition.

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com

On All Tea



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1)   Visit to https://www.ticketgoose.com/. 
2)   Select the Category of the Facility which you want to Purchase.
3)   Observe the di�erent booking rates.
4)   Select your preferred seat along with pickup point.
5)   Fill the require details.  
6)   Apply coupon “BHIMUPI”. 
7)   Select the Payment Option.
8)   The O�ers are valid for BHIMUPI user and UPI handlers

1.   Use the discount code to get 8% discount on bus bookings.
2.  Discount code is only valid for once for Customer Email or Mobile 
     number,
3.  This Code is applicable for Mobile App Users and Web Users.
4.  Validity of the Discount code is till October 31st 2018

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
2nd August, 2018 TILL 31st October, 2018

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com

On Bus Booking

88



Terms & Conditions 

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
1st July, 2018 Till 30th December, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1) UPI customers to SMS UPI CROWN to 91 33 77 86 00
2) Receive mCoupon code via SMS on the same number
3) Go to the store and flash the coupon code to redeem the offer
4) Code to be shared with cashier before the preparation of the bill
     Store Website Link: https://bit.ly/2vNv3VV

Name:Pradnyesh Kavlekar
Contact Number: +91 8369385794
Email Id: npci@shopholix.com
How to report customer grievance: Send email to 
npci@shopholix.com mentioning the name of the store in subject. 
In the same email, please specify your name, registered phone 
number (the one from which the OTP/mCoupon code was 
requested), time of visit, whether purchase made or not, if yes, then 
bill number, along with the overview of the grievance. 

1. This mCoupon can be redeemed at the  CROWNSTORE, Charni Road, 
   Mumbai
2. This mCoupon is valid till 30th DECEMBER 2018
3. This is a discount mCoupon worth FLAT 33 % OFF, the same will be 
    reduced from your total bill amount (before taxes) upon presenting 
    this discount coupon to cashier
4. For smooth transaction, present this mCoupon before the bill is 
    prepared
5. This mCoupon is not encashable in part or whole. In no ways, this 
    mCoupon will be converted into cash
6. Amount in excess of mCoupon value needs to be settled by UPI 
    payment mode



7.   This mCoupon is not a Legal tender and the redemption is at sight  
     by bearer
8.  This mCoupon is for promotion purpose only
9.  In case of exchange of products which were bought using this 
     mCoupon, in no ways the mCoupon can be converted / refunded   
     as cash. The exchange will happen as per the exchange policy
9.  In case of any dispute regarding mCouponCROWN  
     STOREdecision shall be final and binding
10. One mCoupon can be redeemed against a single invoice/bill
11.  Any dispute arising out of this offer shall be subject to the Mumbai 
     jurisdiction only



Terms & Conditions 

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
1st July, 2018 Till 30th December, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1) UPI customers to SMS UPI KOOLK to 91 33 77 86 00
2) Receive mCoupon code via SMS on the same number
3) Go to the store and flash the coupon code to redeem the offer
4) Code to be shared with cashier before the preparation of the bill
Store Website Link:https://bit.ly/2vFcjaY

1. This mCoupon can be redeemed at the  KOOLKIDZSTORE, 
   Charni Road, Mumbai
2. This mCoupon is valid till 30th DECEMBER 2018
3. This is a discount mCoupon worth FLAT 20% OFF, the same will be 
    reduced from your total bill amount (before taxes) upon presenting 
   this discount coupon to cashier
4. For smooth transaction, present this mCoupon before the bill is 
    prepared
5. This mCoupon is not encashable in part or whole. In no ways, this 
    mCoupon will be converted into cash
6. Amount in excess of mCoupon value needs to be settled UPI payment 
    mode

Name:Pradnyesh Kavlekar
Contact Number: +91 8369385794
Email Id: npci@shopholix.com
How to report customer grievance: Send email to 
npci@shopholix.com mentioning the name of the store in subject. 
In the same email, please specify your name, registered phone 
number (the one from which the OTP/mCoupon code was 
requested), time of visit, whether purchase made or not, if yes, then 
bill number, along with the overview of the grievance. 



7.  This mCoupon is not a Legal tender and the redemption is at sight    
     by bearer
8.  This mCoupon is for promotion purpose only
9.  In case of exchange of products which were bought using this 
     mCoupon, in no ways the mCoupon can be converted / refunded as 
     cash. The exchange will happen as per the exchange policy
9.  In case of any dispute regarding mCouponKOOL KIDZ 
     STORE decision shall be final and binding
10. One mCoupon can be redeemed against a single invoice/bill
11.  Any dispute arising out of this offer shall be subject to the Mumbai 
     jurisdiction only



Terms & Conditions 

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
1st July, 2018 Till 30th December, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1) UPI customers to SMS UPI NANC to 91 33 77 86 00
2) Receive mCoupon code via SMS on the same number
3) Go to the store and flash the coupon code to redeem the offer
4) Code to be shared with cashier before the preparation of the bill
Store Website Link: https://bit.ly/2LSqog5
 

1. This mCoupon can be redeemed at the NANDINI CREATIONS STORE, 
   Charni Road, Mumbai
2. This mCoupon is valid till 30th DECEMBER 2018
3. This is a discount mCoupon worth FLAT 20 % OFF, the same will be 
    reduced from your total bill amount (before taxes) upon presenting 
   this discount coupon to cashier
4. For smooth transaction, present this mCoupon before the bill is 
    prepared
5. This mCoupon is not encashable in part or whole. In no ways, this 
    mCoupon will be converted into cash
6. Amount in excess of mCoupon value needs to be settled UPI 
    payment mode

Name:Pradnyesh Kavlekar
Contact Number: +91 8369385794
Email Id: npci@shopholix.com
How to report customer grievance: Send email to 
npci@shopholix.com mentioning the name of the store in subject. 
In the same email, please specify your name, registered phone 
number (the one from which the OTP/mCoupon code was 
requested), time of visit, whether purchase made or not, if yes, then 
bill number, along with the overview of the grievance. 



7.   This mCoupon is not a Legal tender and the redemption is at sight  
     by bearer
8.  This mCoupon is for promotion purpose only
9.  In case of exchange of products which were bought using this 
     mCoupon, in no ways the mCoupon can be converted / refunded   
     as cash. The exchange will happen as per the exchange policy
9.  In case of any dispute regarding mCoupon Nandini Creaions
     Store decision shall be final and binding
10. One mCoupon can be redeemed against a single invoice/bill
11.  Any dispute arising out of this offer shall be subject to the Mumbai 
     jurisdiction only



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
01st July, 2018 to 30th December, 2018 

Redemption Process

1) UPI customers to SMS UPI MSQ to 91 33 77 86 00
2) Receive mCoupon code via SMS on the same number
3) Go to the store and flash the coupon code to redeem the offer
4) Code to be shared with cashier before the preparation of the bill
Store Website Link: https://bit.ly/2vlhm0V

On Purchase of

₹10000

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1. This mCoupon can be redeemed at the  M.S.Queen’s PlaceSTORE, 
   Charni Road, Mumbai
2. This mCoupon is valid till 30th DECEMBER 2018
3. This is a discount mCoupon worth FLAT  ₹ 5000 ON PURCHARSE
    OF RS 10000 , the same will be reduced from your total bill amount 
    (before taxes) upon presenting this discount coupon to cashier
4. For smooth transaction, present this mCoupon before the bill is 
    prepared
5. This mCoupon is not encashable in part or whole. In no ways, this 
    mCoupon will be converted into cash
6. Amount in excess of mCoupon value needs to be settled UPI 
    payment mode

Name:Pradnyesh Kavlekar
Contact Number: +91 8369385794
Email Id: npci@shopholix.com
How to report customer grievance: Send email to 
npci@shopholix.com mentioning the name of the store in subject. 
In the same email, please specify your name, registered phone 
number (the one from which the OTP/mCoupon code was 
requested), time of visit, whether purchase made or not, if yes, then 
bill number, along with the overview of the grievance. 



7.   This mCoupon is not a Legal tender and the redemption is at sight  
     by bearer
8.  This mCoupon is for promotion purpose only
9.  In case of exchange of products which were bought using this 
     mCoupon, in no ways the mCoupon can be converted / refunded   
     as cash. The exchange will happen as per the exchange policy
9.  In case of any dispute regarding mCoupon M.S.Queen’s Place  
     STORE Edecision shall be final and binding
10. One mCoupon can be redeemed against a single invoice/bill
11.  Any dispute arising out of this offer shall be subject to the Mumbai 
     jurisdiction only



Terms & Conditions 

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
25th June, 2018 Till 30th October, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1) UPI customers to SMS UPI SHM to 91 33 77 86 00
2) Receive mCoupon code via SMS on the same number
3) Go to the store and flash the coupon code to redeem the offer
4) Code to be shared with cashier before the preparation of the bill
Store Website Link: https://bit.ly/2nlr673

1. This mCoupon can be redeemed at the Show Me Store, 
   Charni Road, Mumbai
2. This mCoupon is valid till 30th OCTOBER 2018
3. This is a discount mCoupon worth FLAT 15  % OFF, the same will be 
    reduced from your total bill amount (before taxes) upon presenting 
   this discount coupon to cashier
4. For smooth transaction, present this mCoupon before the bill is 
    prepared
5. This mCoupon is not encashable in part or whole. In no ways, this 
    mCoupon will be converted into cash
6. Amount in excess of mCoupon value needs to be settled UPI 
    payment mode

Name:Pradnyesh Kavlekar
Contact Number: +91 8369385794
Email Id: npci@shopholix.com
How to report customer grievance: Send email to 
npci@shopholix.com mentioning the name of the store in subject. 
In the same email, please specify your name, registered phone 
number (the one from which the OTP/mCoupon code was 
requested), time of visit, whether purchase made or not, if yes, then 
bill number, along with the overview of the grievance. 



7.   This mCoupon is not a Legal tender and the redemption is at sight  
     by bearer
8.  This mCoupon is for promotion purpose only
9.  In case of exchange of products which were bought using this 
     mCoupon, in no ways the mCoupon can be converted / refunded   
     as cash. The exchange will happen as per the exchange policy
9.  In case of any dispute regarding mCoupon Show Me Store  decision  
     shall be final and binding
10. One mCoupon can be redeemed against a single invoice/bill
11.  Any dispute arising out of this offer shall be subject to the Mumbai 
     jurisdiction only



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
01st July, 2018 to 30th December, 2018 

Redemption Process

1) UPI customers to SMS UPI VCARE to 91 33 77 86 00
2) Receive mCoupon code via SMS on the same number
3) Go to the store and flash the coupon code to redeem the offer
4) Code to be shared with cashier before the preparation of the bill
Store Website Link: https://bit.ly/2ONHnOn

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1. This mCoupon can be redeemed at the  VCARE STORE, 
   Charni Road, Mumbai
2. This mCoupon is valid till 30th DECEMBER 2018
3. This is a discount mCoupon worth FLAT  FLAT 10 % OFF , the same 
     will be reduced from your total bill amount 
    (before taxes) upon presenting this discount coupon to cashier
4. For smooth transaction, present this mCoupon before the bill is 
    prepared
5. This mCoupon is not encashable in part or whole. In no ways, this 
    mCoupon will be converted into cash
6. Amount in excess of mCoupon value needs to be settled UPI 
    payment mode

Name:Pradnyesh Kavlekar
Contact Number: +91 8369385794
Email Id: npci@shopholix.com
How to report customer grievance: Send email to 
npci@shopholix.com mentioning the name of the store in subject. 
In the same email, please specify your name, registered phone 
number (the one from which the OTP/mCoupon code was 
requested), time of visit, whether purchase made or not, if yes, then 
bill number, along with the overview of the grievance. 



7.   This mCoupon is not a Legal tender and the redemption is at sight  
     by bearer
8.  This mCoupon is for promotion purpose only
9.  In case of exchange of products which were bought using this 
     mCoupon, in no ways the mCoupon can be converted / refunded   
     as cash. The exchange will happen as per the exchange policy
9.  In case of any dispute regarding mCoupon VCARE STORE   
     decision shall be final and binding
10. One mCoupon can be redeemed against a single invoice/bill
11.  Any dispute arising out of this offer shall be subject to the Mumbai 
     jurisdiction only



Terms & Conditions 

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
25th July, 2018 Till 30th October, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1) UPI customers to SMS UPI ADISEL to 91 33 77 86 00
2) Receive mCoupon code via SMS on the same number
3) Go to the store and flash the coupon code to redeem the offer
4) Code to be shared with cashier before the preparation of the bill
Store Website Link: https://bit.ly/2vsCFxJ 

1. This mCoupon can be redeemed at the  ADINATH SELECTIONS 
   STORE, Charni Road, Mumbai
2. This mCoupon is valid till 30th October 2018
3. This is a discount mCoupon worth FLAT 20% OFF, the same will be 
    reduced from your total bill amount (before taxes) upon presenting 
   this discount coupon to cashier
4. For smooth transaction, present this mCoupon before the bill is 
    prepared
5. This mCoupon is not encashable in part or whole. In no ways, this 
    mCoupon will be converted into cash
6. Amount in excess of mCoupon value needs to be settled UPI payment 
    mode

Name:Pradnyesh Kavlekar
Contact Number: +91 8369385794
Email Id: npci@shopholix.com
How to report customer grievance: Send email to 
npci@shopholix.com mentioning the name of the store in subject. 
In the same email, please specify your name, registered phone 
number (the one from which the OTP/mCoupon code was 
requested), time of visit, whether purchase made or not, if yes, then 
bill number, along with the overview of the grievance. 



7.  This mCoupon is not a Legal tender and the redemption is at sight    
     by bearer
8.  This mCoupon is for promotion purpose only
9.  In case of exchange of products which were bought using this 
     mCoupon, in no ways the mCoupon can be converted / refunded as 
     cash. The exchange will happen as per the exchange policy
9.  In case of any dispute regarding mCouponADINATH SELECTIONS  
    Store decision shall be final and binding
10. One mCoupon can be redeemed against a single invoice/bill
11.  Any dispute arising out of this offer shall be subject to the Mumbai 
     jurisdiction only



Terms & Conditions 

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
25th July, 2018 Till 30th October, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1) UPI customers to SMS UPI CASM to 91 33 77 86 00
2) Receive mCoupon code via SMS on the same number
3) Go to the store and flash the coupon code to redeem the offer
4) Code to be shared with cashier before the preparation of the bill
Store Website Link: https://bit.ly/2AKqCk3 

1.  This mCoupon can be redeemed at the  Castle Men Store, 
    Charni Road, Mumbai
2. This mCoupon is valid till 30th October 2018
3. This is a discount mCoupon worth FLAT 25% OFF, the same will be 
    reduced from your total bill amount (before taxes) upon presenting 
   this discount coupon to cashier
4. For smooth transaction, present this mCoupon before the bill is 
    prepared
5. This mCoupon is not encashable in part or whole. In no ways, this 
    mCoupon will be converted into cash
6. Amount in excess of mCoupon value needs to be settled UPI payment 
    mode

Name:Pradnyesh Kavlekar
Contact Number: +91 8369385794
Email Id: npci@shopholix.com
How to report customer grievance: Send email to 
npci@shopholix.com mentioning the name of the store in subject. 
In the same email, please specify your name, registered phone 
number (the one from which the OTP/mCoupon code was 
requested), time of visit, whether purchase made or not, if yes, then 
bill number, along with the overview of the grievance. 



7.   This mCoupon is not a Legal tender and the redemption is at sight  
     by bearer
8.  This mCoupon is for promotion purpose only
9.  In case of exchange of products which were bought using this 
     mCoupon, in no ways the mCoupon can be converted / refunded   
     as cash. The exchange will happen as per the exchange policy
9.  In case of any dispute regarding mCoupon Castle Men Store     
     decision shall be final and binding
10. One mCoupon can be redeemed against a single invoice/bill
11.  Any dispute arising out of this offer shall be subject to the Mumbai 
     jurisdiction only



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
3rd August, 2018 to 30th October, 2018 

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1.   Log on to www.faasos.com on website or app
2.  Select your city and respective location
3.  Select from the wide range of restaurants listed as per your location
4.  Add the order and the quantity from that restaurant’s menu
5.  Click on ‘Proceed to checkout’
6.  Sign up/ log to your Faasos account
7.  Enter your mobile number and a verification code would be sent
8.  Enter that verification code
9.  Enter Promo codes in the ‘Apply Coupon’ section on the ’Review 
     Order’ page
10. Coupon Code: BHIMUPI20
11.  Proceed to Payment
12. Complete your payment using UPI users only.

1.   Min Order Value: ₹249
2.  Max Discount: ₹100
3.  Validity - 30th October 2018
4.  Cannot be combined with any other offers
5.  Not Applicable on combos, beverages & MRP Products
   

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com 



Terms & Conditions 

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
03rd August, 2018 Till 31st October, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1.   Visit www.medlife.com
2.  Select the medicine.
3.  Upload the prescription.
4.  Provide the address details.
5.  Apply coupon code “BHIMUPI”
6.  Complete your payment through BHIM UPI users.

1.  Offer is valid for new users only
2.  Valid prescription mandatory
3.  Coupon code “BHIMUPI”
4.  All orders with order value less than INR 100 will attract delivery 
     charges of INR 50.
5.  Discounts provided on the website/mobile application are on 
     selected products. Discounts are not applicable on the following 
     products and on any products so mentioned elsewhere on the 
     website/mobile application:
6.  All Baby foods viz Ceralac, Lactogen, Nanpro etc.
7.   All Health Supplements viz Pediasure, Proteinex, Proteinules, 
     Threptin etc
8.  Over the counter (OTC) products – Benadryl Cough Syrup, Crocin, 
     Saridon, all Dettol, Savlon products, medicated soaps etc.
9.  All Cosmetic products
10. Medlife have not made any restrictions on the payment mode. The 
     customers can opt for any option.

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com

TM

Medicines



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
06th August, 2018 to 31st October, 2018 

Redemption Process

1.   Go to https://prettysecrets.com/
2.  Select any product which you want to deliver.
3.  Add to cart.
4.  Login with your id.
5.  Click checkout and enter order details.
6.  Enter Coupon Code " BHIMUPI"
7.   Complete your entire payment through UPI users only.

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Not applicable on Shop - in - Shop & Ecom marketplaces.
2.   Validity  till 31st October 2018
3.   Offer avail on website..
4.   Valid for 1 use per customer.

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com

Minimum Spend of INR 1999



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
06th August, 2018 to 31st October, 2018 

Redemption Process

1.   Go to https://www.themancompany.com/ 
2.  Select any product which you want to deliver.
3.  Add to cart.
4.  Login with your id.
5.  Click checkout and enter order details.
6.  Enter Coupon Code " BHIMUPI"
7.   Complete your entire payment through UPI users only.

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Offer valid till 31st October 2018
2.  Minimum purchase of ₹600
3.  This offer only avail on website.

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com

Minimum Purchase of INR 600



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
07th August, 2018 to 31st December, 2018 

Redemption Process

1.   Visit  Voonik.com or MrVoonik.com Website, M-site or App.
2.  Select product and add to cart.
3.  Apply coupon code BHIMUPI on the checkout page.
4.  Complete your payment through UPI USERS card.

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   The customer can place an order on Voonik.com or MrVoonik.com 
     Website, M-site or App.
2.   15% Instant discount and can avail max discount of ₹100
3.   The customer has to enter the coupon BHIMUPI in the shopping 
      cart 'Apply Coupon' slot, the offer gets applied immediately.
4.   The offer is valid only once per user
5.    Offer expires on December 31, 2018

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com

Minimum Discount of INR 100



Redemption Process

1) Shop for Your Favorite Brand This Rakhi on 
    https://www.bhimupi.grabon.in/
2) Choose the brand and denomination value Gift Card which you 
     would like to purchase.
3) Enter the Correct Phone Number, Email where you would like the 
     Gift Card to be sent, ensure your sharing the correct details as this 
     will be use for sharing the Gift Card Code.
4) During checkout process use UPI, Rupay Credit or Debit card to avail 
     the special discount, the discount amount will be automatically 
     deducted. 
5) Check your email, phone number for the Gift Card code. 
     Store Location/ Website Link Details: 
    ( https://www.bhimupi.grabon.in/) Link or all 
    details with pin code required 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1. This offer is only available for certain brands on the GrabOn Gift Card 
   platform for UPI, Rupay customers only as part of Rakhi Festival. 
2. Once purchased the Gift Card can’t be refunded or returned. 
3. The payment amount will be deducted once you have purchased the 
    Gift Card from the platform and won’t be returned after successful 
    payment. 
4. Please ensure you have entered your correct email address to receive 
    the Gift Card, after the purchase the Gift Card code can’t be sent to a 
    different or updated Email ID.

In case of any offer related queries kindly Rohin Sindhu at 
7997692233 or mail at giftcards@grabon.in

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
27th August, 2019

BEST DISCOUNT
COUPONS/PROMO

CODE



Redemption Process

1.  Eligible customer visits website upioffers.thelogicalbanya.com 
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
     wrt to the code and deal.
 4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
     copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   The offers can be withdrawn/modified/changed anytime by the 
     merchant without any prior intimation/notice. 
2.  The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
     any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
     requirement 
3.  All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 
4.  All NPCI and The Logical Banya standard terms and conditions 
     applicable. 
5.  Please ensure the T&C are gone through while availing the offer. 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact Bhavik Sonigra 
on No. 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in
How to report customer grievance: Please send you query for the 
issue with the merchant your facing to the mentioned email id with 
the code, merchant offer which you had used. And the day it got 
rejected. 

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
08th August, 2018 to 08th August, 2019

BEST DISCOUNT
COUPONS/PROMO

CODE

BEST DISCOUNT
COUPONS/PROMO

CODE



Terms & Conditions 

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
8th August, 2018 Till 31st October, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1.   Go to https://postmoji.in/discount/BHIMUPI 
2.  Select any product which you want to deliver.
3.  Add to cart.
4.  Enter Coupon Code BHIMUPI
5.  Click checkout and enter order details.
6.  Complete your entire payment through UPI usersonly.

1.   Offer valid till 31st October
2.  Applicable only once for every user.
3.  This offer only avail on website.

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.co

ON ALL PRODUCTS



Terms & Conditions 

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th November, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1.   Visit to https://www.rentomojo.com/ 
2.  Login with your Id
3.  Select the Category of the Product which you want to Purchase.
4.  Add to cart
5.  Apply coupon code BHIMUPI10
6.  Select the Payment Option.
7.  Place the Order.
8.  The Offers are valid only for UPI users.

1.   Valid on furniture and appliances only

2.  Maximum Discount limit is ₹5000
3.  Offer is valid for new users, and first order only
4.  Offer Valid till 30th November, 2018

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.co

Coupon code: BHIMUPI10



Terms & Conditions 

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid till 31st, March 2019 

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1)    Select & Book flights on www.CheapTicket.in 
2)   Enter the Promo Code “BHIMUPI”
3)   Make Online Payment
4)   EMI options are also available.
5)   Enjoy Discount upto ₹2000 on flight tickets.
6)   Select the Payment Option.
7)   The Offers are valid only for UPI Users.

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com

1.   Validity Upto 31st March, 2019.
2.  Minimum Booking fare for Domestic flights ₹5000 & for 
     International flights ₹15000
3.  Offer not combinable with other offers or on Airlines Special Offer.
4.  Discounts on Online bookings with Promo code.
5.  Discount offer not refundable or adjustable 

650
on min booking of ₹5000

2000
on min booking of ₹15000



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1. Eligible customer visits website https://bhimupi.grabon.in/ 
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals to avail the offer
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period. 
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give.
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the checkout process 
    to get the discount on the product.
6. Use UPI as payment mode at the checkout process

1.    The Given Offer is only for New Users on their transactions/requests 
      from both App and Web.
2.   Use the given Coupon Code to avail Flat 30% OFF on your orders at
      the checkout page.
3.   This Promo Code will not work on already discounted products 
      across the store.
4.   The maximum discount of ₹100 can be availed on the order.
5.   This Discount Code is applicable to all Freshmenu Bangalore, 
      Mumbai, New Delhi, Gurgaon users.
6.   The offers can be withdrawn anytime by the merchant without any 
       prior intimation as such.
7.   The offers can be only availed if it meet the T&C requirement.
8.   All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
      website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon.
9.   Please ensure the T&C are gone through while availing the offer. 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Deepak Nagla 
at 7670823501 mail at customerservice@inspirelabs.in

Coupon code: GRAB30

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
31st October, 2018 



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1. Eligible customer visits website https://bhimupi.grabon.in/ 
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals to avail the offer
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period. 
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give.
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the checkout process 
    to get the discount on the product.
6. Use UPI as payment mode at the checkout process

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Deepak Nagla 
at 7670823501 mail at customerservice@inspirelabs.in

Coupon code: SOLID20

+

1.   Furnspace Offers Solid Wood Furniture with Best Deals, visit the 
     landing Page Url to update your Home Furniture and decors.
2.  Coupon code is applicable only when you shop ₹43,999.
3.  About 590+ Products in Homedecors and accessories Hurry up.
4.  The offers can be withdrawn anytime by the merchant without any 
     prior intimation as such.
5.  The offers can be only availed if it meet the T&C requirement.
6.  All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon.
7.   Please ensure the T&C are gone through while availing the offer. 

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
31st October, 2018 



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website https://bhimupi.grabon.in/ 
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals to avail the offer
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period. 
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give.
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the checkout process 
    to get the discount on the product.
6. Use UPI as payment mode at the checkout process

Coupon code 
CAPGOEHGWV5Q

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Get flat 30% off on your purchases at lavieworld.com. 
2.  This voucher cannot be redeemed at offline at store outlets. 
3.  Use the Lavie World promo code given and avail the offer now. No 
     refunds or exchanges are permitted under this promotion.
4.  The offers can be withdrawn anytime by the merchant without any 
     prior intimation as such.
5.  The offers can be only availed if it meet the T&C requirement.
6.  All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon.
7.   Please ensure the T&C are gone through while availing the offer. 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Deepak Nagla 
at 7670823501 mail at customerservice@inspirelabs.in

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
31st October, 2018 



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1.   Eligible customer visits website https://short.klippd.in/3r1j 
2.  Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3.  Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

1.    Buy 1 Get 1 on Pizzas - Not applicable on beverages and combos, 
      Cannot be combined with any other offers,
2.   Min order value should be Rs.700, 
3.   Valid only once per User during its lifetime, Valid in NCR, Mumbai, 
      Indore, Pune, Hyderabad, Bangalore, Chennai (ncr - delhi, ghaziabad,
      gurgaon, noida). 
4.   Use The Promo Code At Checkout To Avail This Offer.
5.   Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
      offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
      discretion. 
6.  The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
     any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
     requirement 
7.   All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 
 

Buy 1 Get 1 
on Pizzas 

Coupon code: OVENSTORY

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th November, 2018

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1. Eligible customer visits website https://bhimupi.grabon.in/ 
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals to avail the offer
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period. 
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give.
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the checkout process 
    to get the discount on the product.
6. Use UPI as payment mode at the checkout process

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Deepak Nagla 
at 7670823501 mail at customerservice@inspirelabs.in

Coupon code: GRAB25

1.   Now grab Flat 25% off on your first order for medicines with 
     PharmEasy online store.
2.  Offer is valid only for new users. 
3.  Use the PharmEasy coupon code given and avail the huge discount. 
     No min. order size and avail Free Home Delivery. 
4.  Pharmeasy's Health and wellness products can be delivered in 
     Mumbai (including Thane and Navi Mumbai), Delhi, Noida, Gurgaon, 
     Kolkata, Pune, Bengaluru, Jaipur and Ahmedabad. Diagnostic tests 
     are available in Mumbai (including Thane and Navi Mumbai), Delhi, 
     Kolkata, Pune, Bangalore and Ahmedabad cities. 
5.  The offers can be withdrawn anytime by the merchant without any 
     prior intimation as such.
6.  The offers can be only availed if it meet the T&C requirement.
7.   All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon.
8.   Please ensure the T&C are gone through while availing the offer. 

FREE SHIPPING

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
31st October, 2018 



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1. Eligible customer visits website https://bhimupi.grabon.in/ 
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals to avail the offer
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period. 
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give.
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the checkout process 
    to get the discount on the product.
6. Use UPI as payment mode at the checkout process

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Deepak Nagla 
at 7670823501 mail at customerservice@inspirelabs.in

1.   Find top branded beauty products at Purplle today and make big 
     savings.
2.  Shop for the minimum amount of ₹500 and get flat 20% discount.
3.  Apply the coupon code to get this offer.
4.  Minimum billing of ₹500 is required to avail this offer.
5.  They are hundreds of products running under this sale.
6.  Shop now and make the most of this sale. Buy now!!
7.  The offers can be withdrawn anytime by the merchant without any 
     prior intimation as such.
8.  The offers can be only availed if it meet the T&C requirement.
9.  All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon.
10. Please ensure the T&C are gone through while availing the offer. 

Coupon code: GPLLEC20

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
31st October, 2018 



VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th October, 2018

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1. Eligible customer visits website http://short.klippd.in/26mz 
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
 4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
     copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
     mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

1.   Get exciting offers on minimum purchase of ₹ 999,
2.   Not valid on discounted products, 
3.   Valid once per User,
4.   Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
      offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
      discretion. 
5.   The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
      any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
      requirement 
6.   All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
      website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon. 

Coupon code: LATEST30

Coupon code: BATAFLAT20



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website http://short.klippd.in/26n9
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
 4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
     copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
     mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Get extra 20% off on MuscleBlaze products, Valid on minimum order 

     of ₹ 3,999.

2.  Maximum discount is ₹ 600,
3.  Valid once per User, Valid until stocks last.
4.  Valid for all customers
5.  Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the
     offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
     discretion.
6.  The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
     any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
     requirement 
7.   All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

On MuscleBlaze Products

Coupon code: SML3999

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th October, 2018



Terms & Conditions 

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1. Eligible customer visits website http://short.klippd.in/26no
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
 4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
     copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
     mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

On Flight Booking 

Cashback

1.   Get Additional ₹ 50 cashback on ll existing offers available on 
     bookings at Ixigo. 
2.  Offer valid on flights.
3.  Offer valid for all users
4.  Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change 
     the offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
     discretion. 
5.  The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
     any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
     requirement 
6.  All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

Coupon code: TLB50

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th October, 2018



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website http://short.klippd.in/26ne
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
 4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
     copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
     mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Get Flat 20% off. 
2.  Not Applicable on Discounted Products & Sephora Collection. 
3.  Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
     offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
     discretion.
4.  The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
     any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
     requirement 
5.  All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

Coupon code: NNNOW20

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th October, 2018



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1.   Get 50% off on your first Swiggy order.
2.  This coupon is Applicable in all cities except Vizag & Indore,
3.  Minimum order value is ₹ 99. Maximum discount can be availed 
     is ₹ 100. 
4.  Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
     offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
     discretion.
5.  The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
     any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
     requirement 
6.  All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

1. Eligible customer visits website http://short.klippd.in/26nk
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
 4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
     copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
     mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Coupon code: BINGE50

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th October, 2018



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website http://short.klippd.in/26nl
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
 4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
     copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
     mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Get Flat 10% discount on best selling bras, panties, shape wear, night 
     wear and more at Zivame. 
2.  The coupon cannot be clubbed with another offer. 
3.   Apply the Zivame offer code on the cart page to avail the discount.
4.   Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
      offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
      discretion.
5.   Minimum purchase value should be ₹ 999 to get the offer. 
6.   The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
      any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
      requirement 
7.    All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
      website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

Coupon code: PS10 

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th October, 2018



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1.   Upto 20% off on all Cars. Maximum discount will be ₹700,
2.  Not applicable on Black out days, Discount applicable only on 
     original reservation charges (not applicable on excess Km, late return 
     fee, or other fees/charges), 
3.  Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
     offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
     discretion. 
4.  The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
      any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
      requirement 
5.  All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

1. Eligible customer visits website http://short.klippd.in/26nm
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
 4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
     copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
     mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Coupon code: AFF2018

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th October, 2018



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website http://short.klippd.in/26nn
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
 4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
     copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
     mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Get flat 25% off On All Products, 
2.  Valid for first time orders
3.  Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
     offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
     discretion. 
4.  The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
     any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
     requirement 
5.  All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

Coupon code: 25NEW

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th October, 2018



Redemption Process

1.   Go to www.brahmabull.in
2.  Select the product(s) and Add to Cart
3.  Click Checkout and Enter Details
4.  Enter Code BHIMUPI at Checkout
5.  Place your Order
6.  Complete your entire payment through UPI users only.

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Offer on Minimum Purchase of ₹ 500
2.  Valid till 31st December 2018
3.  Only avail on website.

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com

Minimum Purchase of ₹ 500

Coupon code: BHIMUPI

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
16th August, 2018 Till 31st December, 2018



Redemption Process

1.   Go to https://homepunch.com/
2.   Select any product which you want to deliver.
3.   Add to cart.
4.   Enter Coupon Code "BHIMUPI"
5.   Click checkout and enter order details.
6.   Complete your entire payment through UPI users only.

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Offer valid till 21st October 2018
2.  User can use coupon code only once.
3.  Minimum purchase ₹ 2000/- to avail offer

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com

Minimum Purchase 
of ₹ 2000

Coupon code: BHIMUPI

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
22nd July, 2018 Till 21st October, 2018



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1)    The Coupon is applicable for all users.
2)   A user can use the coupon for a maximum of one time.
3)   The coupon will be applicable only on the Housejoy Platform
4)   No Minimum Cart Value and the customer can get the 

       benefit/discount of upto ₹ 200.
5)   The coupon is applicable only to Beauty, Plumbing, Electrical, 
       Carpentry, Housejoy Assist, Home Cleaning, Pest Control, Appliance, 
       Packers & Mover and Home Automation services.
6)   The coupon is applicable only for Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi, 
       Hyderabad, Mumbai, and Pune cities.

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com

1)    Visit https://www.housejoy.in/
2)   Select service. Fill required details
3)   Enter Promo code BHIMUPI in the ‘Apply Coupon’ section at the 
      checkout page.
4)   Complete your entire payment through UPI users only.

Coupon code: BHIMUPI

QUALITY COMES HOME

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
13th August, 2018 Till 30th November, 2018



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1)   Visit to http://www.mithai4all.com/ 
2)  Select the Product
3)  Login with your Id
4)  Add to cart.
5)  Click checkout and enter order details. 
6)  Enter Coupon Code: BHIMUPI
7)  Complete your entire payment through UPI only

1.   Valid till 31st December 2018.

2.  The product should be ₹ 990 or Above.
3.  Delivery across India.

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com

Coupon code: BHIMUPI

Minimum order value of ₹ 990

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
23rd August, 2018 Till 31st December, 2018



Terms & Conditions 

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
17th August, 2018 to 31st December, 2018 

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1.   Go to https://www.thomascook.in
2.  Select your destination.
3.  Enter required details.
4.  Then click on calculate and apply coupon code BHIMUPI 
5.  Checkout and enter order details.
6.  Complete your entire payment through UPI users only.

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com

1.   International Holidays: Upto 5,000/- off per Transaction on Air 
     Inclusive Customized Simply Holiday packages of Asia, Europe & 
     Fusion Holidays.
2.  Domestic Holidays :Upto 4,000/- off per Transaction on Air Inclusive 
     GIT Packages(Destinations covered : Ladakh / Bhutan / Srilanka / 
     Andaman / Kerala / North East / Himachal / Uttarakhand / 
     Rajasthan)
3.  The offers are valid for a booking with minimum 2 adults.
4.  All Offers are applicable only on flight inclusive holidays booked 
     on www.thomascook.in
5.   The offers are not valid for departures falling between 1-10th 
      November & 20th – 31st December, 2018.
6.   Booking validity : 30th  Nov ‘18
7.   Travel validity : 31st  Dec’18
8.   Apply the promo code online to avail the discount. 
      Promo code – BHIMUPI 
9.   This offer cannot be combined with any other offer ongoing offer 
      on the website.
10.  All general Thomas Cook Terms & Conditions remain applicable as 
     mentioned on the website(www.thomascook.in)
 

Max Discount ₹ 5000 (International) 

Max Discount ₹ 4000 (Domestic) 



Redemption Process

1)   Login to Amazon.in
2)  Select the Items/ products as per requirement
3)  Proceed to check out page 
4)  Complete your transaction using any BHIM UPI app or RuPay card 
5)  Cash back will be credited to your Amazon Pay wallet in 15 calender 
      days 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.    All cashbacks are limited to once per customer per transaction, 
     during the 30 day campaign period. Thus any customer would be 
     eligible for cashback through their first BHIM UPI or RuPay 
     transaction during the offer period; subsequent orders will not be 
     incentivized 
2.  The cashback would be applicable on usage of (i) any UPI handle – 
     BHIM, Bank app handles such as Axis Pay, HDFC etc, and other PSPs 
     such as Tez, PayTM, PhonePe etc, or (ii) any RuPay debit or credit 
     card 
3.  (i) Load balance 
     (ii) GC 
     (iii) Mobile recharges, and 
     (iv) Bill payments are EXCLUDED from cashbacks in this campaign 
4.  Cashback date:15 calendar days from date of order |Customer 
    eligibility: All Amazon.in Retail customers 
 

Any offer related queries will be entertained by amazon .

Cash Back on Purchse
of INR 50

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
31st October, 2018 



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website https://short.klippd.in/2v2l 
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.    Extra 10% off
2.   Not valid on discounted products, 
3.   Valid once per User,
4.   Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
      offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
      discretion. 
5.   The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
      any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
      requirement 
6.   All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
      website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th October, 2018 

Coupon code: BEARDO_10



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website https://short.klippd.in/2v2m  
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
     copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Extra ₹300 off on ₹2,500
2.  Not valid on discounted products, 
3.  Valid only for First time users.
4.  Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
     offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
     discretion. 
5.  The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
     any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
     requirement 
6.  All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

on ₹2,500

Coupon code: FLAT300

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th October, 2018 



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website https://short.klippd.in/2v2o  
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.    Flat ₹250 off on ₹1250
2.   Not valid on discounted products, 
3.   Valid once per User,
4.   Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
      offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
      discretion. 
5.   The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
      any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
      requirement 
6.   All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
      website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

Coupon code: CK250

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th October, 2018 

250
on ₹1250



Redemption Process

1.   Go to https://www.giftmyemotions.com/ 
2.  Select any product which you want to deliver.
3.  Enter date of delivery and click buy now to add product to cart.
4.  Click Use Coupon Code BHIMUPI22 & BHIMUPI15 
5.  Coupon code will be applied and discounted price will be displayed.
6.  Click checkout and enter order details.

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Payment mode is online by UPI users
2.  No two offers can be combined.
3.  One Coupon is valid for a single purchase only.
4.  All Purchases will have to be made online on the 
    "www.giftmyemotions.com"
5.  All orders would be subject to availability at the time of purchase 
    and will be governed by the standard terms and conditions 
    www.giftmyemotions.com.
6.  Extra Delivery Charges may be applicable if the dispatch location is 
     far from delivery address.
7.  Offer valid till 31st August 2019

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of BHIMUPI coupon code
kindly email us at contact@loofre.com

Coupon code: BHIMUPI15

Coupon code: BHIMUPI22

on Flowers, Cakes and Combos 

on All Gifts Across Site 

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
1st August, 2018 to 31st August, 2019



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website https://short.klippd.in/2v2q   
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Flat ₹750 off
2.  Not valid on discounted products, 
3.  Valid once per user,
4.  Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
     offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
     discretion. 
5.  The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
     any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
     requirement 
6.  All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

Coupon code: EPIC750

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th November, 2018 

750



Redemption Process

1.  Eligible customer visits website https://short.klippd.in/2v2qy     
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.   Flat 12% off on ₹1,999
2.  Not valid on discounted products, 
3.  Valid once per User,
4.  Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
     offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
     discretion. 
5.  The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
     any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
     requirement 
6.  All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

on ₹1,999

Coupon code: GLAM12

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th October, 2018 



Redemption Process

1) Visit:  https://www.bata.in/ 
2) Add Promo code before proceeding to Checkout. 
3) At Checkout – member can Checkout as Register. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1. The offer is valid only on non-discounted merchandise
2. The validity of the offer is from 24th Sept to 31st Dec, 2018
3. The offer is valid on only payment done using UPI handlers or apps.
4. The customer can avail the offer by using the 
    Promo code – BATABHIM25 
 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Aditi Tiwari 
at +91-7011292250 mail at aditi.tiwari@insenseanalytics.com

on a min spend of ₹999

Promo code: BATABHIM25

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 31st December, 2018 



Redemption Process

1) Login to http://iskiuski.com/. 
2) Select the Diamond or Jellewery products. 
3) Click on the shop now.
4) Add to cart
5) Apply coupon code “BHIMUPI"
6) Proceed to the checkpoint.
7) Place the Order.
8) The Offers are valid only for UPI Users.
 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1. Applicable on diamond and gemstone product.
2. Apply coupon code “BHIMUPI”
3. Offer valid on website only. 
4. No minimum value conditions
5. Not applicable on gold jewellery.
 
 

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of UPI kindly email us at 
Contact@loofre.com

On Diamond and Gemstone 
Jewellery

coupon code: BHIMUPI

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
19th September, 2018 to 31st December, 2018



Terms & Conditions 

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1) Visit  www.tripxoxo.com.
2) The member will select the activity. 
3) Add Promo code before proceeding to Checkout. 
4) At Checkout – member can Checkout as Guest Or Register.
5) Fill in the Billing information details.
6) Payment information Promo Code will be valid only when customer 
    pay using UPI Payment option on www.tripxoxo.com 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Tanvi
at 7400199990 mail at info@tripxoxo.com 

on all activities upto `5000 

1. The offer is valid only on www.tripxoxo.com
2. The validity of the offer is from 
    18th September 2018 – 31st December 2018.
3. Promo Code will be valid only when customer pay using 
    UPI Payment option on www.tripxoxo.com  
4. The customer can avail the offer by using the 
    Promo code –PROMO3900
 

Coupon code: PROMO3900

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
18th September, 2018 to 31st December, 2018



Terms & Conditions 

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1. Visit to http://bit.ly/2QZsaem 
2. Login in or sign up with our Id.
3. Select your location and date of your ride. 
4. Select the Category and car you want to ride in
5. Apply coupon code
6. Select the Payment Option.
7. The Offers are valid only for UPI Users.
 

In case of any failure / non-acceptance of UPI users kindly 
email us at Contact@loofre.com 

1. Coupon Code BHIMUPI5, BHIMUPI10, BHIMUPI15 applicable for 
    self-drive cars and bikes both.
2. Minimum booking should be of 5,10,15 days.
3. Applicable for New & Existing Users.
4. Age must be 23 years for Self-Drive Cars and 21 years for 
    Self-Drive bikes.
5. Offer only for UPI users.
6. Users can apply coupon anytime as per vehicle availability.
7. Our booking and cancellation policies are mentioned on website.
8. Offer valid till 31st March,2019
9. Valid on both Website & App. 

 

Coupon code: 
BHIMUPI5, BHIMUPI10, BHIMUPI15

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
14th September, 2018 to 31st March, 2019

on Minimum booking of 10 days 

on Minimum booking of 5 days 

on Minimum booking of 15 days 



Redemption Process

1. Eligible customer visits website https://upioffers.thelogicalbanya.com 
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

Terms & Conditions 

Escalation Matrix

1.  Flat 20% off on ₹2000 and more. Maximum discount applicable 
    is ₹800. 
2. The discount will not be applicable on Clinique, Bobbi Brown, Estee 
    Lauder, Mac, Stop, Haute Curry, Kashish, Vettorio Fratini, Elliza 
    Donatein, Karrot, Life, Fratini Women, Clovia, Casio Watches, Nautica, 
    Jockey, Nebula, Loccitane, Roberto Cavalli, Calvin Klein, Davidoff, 
     Faces, Fine Jewellery, Gold & Silver Jewellery, Echo Dot, Fire TV, 
     Kindle, Echo, E-Reader Accessories, Gold Coins, Gift Vouchers/Cards
    /Topups, E-Gift Vouchers, First Citizen membership card. 
3. Coupon will not be applicable during End of Season Sale 
4. Use The Promo Code At Checkout To Avail This Offer.
 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in

Coupon code:AFF20

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 31st October, 2018



Terms & Conditions 

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1.   Open Ola app and select Micro/Mini/Prime category
2.  Tap on RIDE NOW and enter your drop location
3.  Click on Apply Coupon, enter coupon code and tap on APPLY. Your 
     coupon code is applied
4.  Click on CONFIRM BOOKING to book your ride
5.  For Ola Rental booking select Rental in Ola App and use code 
     OLARENT50 in Apply Coupon section.
6.  For Ola Outstation booking select Outstation in Ola App and use 
    code OS2550 in Apply Coupon section
7.   Store Location/ Website Link Details: (www.olacabs.com) 
     Link or all details with pin code required 
  

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact 33553355
or mail us at support@olacabs.com

1)   Offer valid on booking made through for all transactions at 
      www.olacabs.com and Android APP http://bit.ly/1olacabs
2)  Offer applicable on Micro, Mini, Prime in Ahmedabad, Ahmednagar, 
      Amravati, Aurangabad, Bhavnagar, Bhopal, Indore, Jabalpur, 
      Jamnagar, Kolhapur, Mumbai, Nagpur, Nashik, Pune, Rajkot, Solapur, 
      Surat, Ujjain, Vadodara
3)  Offer is for first time Ola user, irrespective of Rupay or UPI or 
     customer or previous payment type.
4)  Offer cannot be clubbed with any other ongoing offer 
5)  Offer valid till 15th Dec 2018.
6)  Offer not applicable on corporate rides and Select Membership
7)  Ola reserves the right to withdraw/modify the offer at its own 
      discretion

Coupon code: UPI50

Coupon code: RENTUPI50

Coupon code: OSUPI250

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
10th September, 2018 to 15th December, 2018 

on first Ola Rental ride 

on first three Ola rides 

50

150

250
on first outstation ride 



5. Valid on Cash on Delivery or Credit card/Debit card/Net banking. 
6. Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
    offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
    discretion. 
7. The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
    any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
    requirement 
8. All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
    website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon



Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

Terms & Conditions 

1. Eligible customer visits website https://short.klippd.in/3r1h.
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

1.   Get a Mcaloo / Mcegg Free. Minimum order value should be ₹199. 
2.  Valid once per User. Valid only for Western and Southern Regions of 
      India, Valid until stocks lasts. 
3.  This promo is valid from 11:00 AM to 11:59 PM. 
4.  Use The Promo Code At Checkout To Avail This Offer.
5.  Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
     offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
     discretion. 
6.  The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
     any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
     requirement. 
7.   All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
      website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon. 

Coupon code: NW199

McAloo 
or 

McEgg Free 

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th November, 2018 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in



Terms & Conditions 

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1.  Eligible customer visits website https://short.klippd.in/3r16 
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

1.   Get ₹200 discount on Domestic Flights.
2.  Valid for all customers, Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, 
     modify, cancel, change the offer at any point of time without prior 
     notice and at their sole discretion.
3.  Use The Promo Code At Checkout To Avail This Offer.
4.  Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
     offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
     discretion. 
5.  The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
     any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
     requirement 
6.  All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

200
on Domestic Flights

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th November, 2018 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in



Terms & Conditions 

Redemption Process

Escalation Matrix

1. Eligible customer visits website https://short.klippd.in/3r18  
2. Eligible customer selects the coupons, deals, offers to avail the offer 
3. Eligible customer copies the coupon code and reads the terms and 
    conditions of the offer regards to purchase on products, minimum 
    amount to be spent, validity of the offer period and other information 
    wrt to the code and deal.
4. Once the Terms and Conditions have been gone through, the user 
    copies the code and redirects to the merchant page on the link give. 
5. Eligible customer applies the coupon code at the check out process 
    to get the discount on the product. 
6. Eligible customer needs to ensure that he is using only UPI payment 
    mode  to avail the offer during the check out process. 

1.    Grab 5% Instant Discount on Flight Booking. 
2.   The maximum instant discount in this offer is ₹15000. Bookings 
      made with correct coupon code will only be eligible for the instant 
      discount offer. Convenience fee of ₹269 & ₹350 will be charged 
      under this offer on domestic flights & international flights 
      respectively. 
3.   The offer cannot be clubbed with any other promotional offers.
4.   The offer is only valid on flight bookings. 
5.   Use The Promo Code At Checkout To Avail This Offer.
6.   Merchant reserves the right to withdraw, modify, cancel, change the 
      offer at any point of time without prior notice and at their sole 
      discretion. 
7.   The offers can be only availed if the payment made by UPI app or 
     any UPI handlers  and the cart value and products meet the T&C 
     requirement 
8.  All standard terms and conditions, as provided on the Merchant 
     website, shall apply when placing an order using a coupon 

on Flights

VALIDITY PERIOD : 
Valid Till 30th November, 2018 

In case of any offer related queries kindly contact to Bhavik Sonigra 
at 8369676664 mail at support@klippd.in


